Bergen BIL&MC skole AS
Fjøsangerveien 32
5054 Bergen
Routes for exercise driving
TIPS & TRICKS
When practicing the exercise routes, ywe reccommend to plan a little in advance.
Our routes are similar to the routes that you will drive on a driver's test with the Norwegian Road
Administration (Førerprøve), and will test different elements from the curriculum.
The driver test begins to legitimize (show ID), then to perform daily safety checks of the car and
subsequent security check.
We recommend that you practice the safety check at home as well as praticing reversing, both with and
without mirrors. The student will receive one or more reversing exercises on the driver's test. So
practise this!

As a companion;
Go through the route in advance. Most are reasonably well known in the Bergen area, and it is planned
to drive by instructions (ex.take the first road to the right). As a companion, it is your task to give these
intentions. If a student is to follow signs (eg follow signs for Søreide), you will be notified in good
time. Then it is the student's task to follow signs (Søreide) - until new message / instructions is given.
If the student is stuck (ex. has forgotten where to go), do not guide the student while the crossing takes
place. Also, change the instruction after the crossing or roundabout, so you'll find a legal and
reasonable place to turn around and re-enter the route.
Half the point with these routes and the exercise here is independent driving!
What may also be useful is to take notes about individual situations, while considering overall driving
ability on the route.

As a student;
The vast majority of students are familiar with the independence of driving. This means that the
student should be able to perform and deside actions on their own. This implies that the student plans
the driving and that the student continuously observes.
If you as a student are unsure where you are going, it is important to be out in good time before
crossings or roundabouts. This allows companions to give the correct intention so that you can plan
well. In other words, do not ask where you go the time you drive into the roundabout, but before.
Remember to use sinals/indicators, both in and out of roundabouts.

Make an appointment, before you start driving;
It is important that the companion and student make an appointment about how the intentions should
be made, while at the same time thinking that the student should be independent.
If you're wondering, just contact the student's driving instructor and we'll help you with what we can!

Good luck!
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